In this paper, it is proven that the diameter of the graph of a semiring with more than two elements does not exceed three.
Introduction. Y. F. Lin and J. S. Ratti [1] , [2] , [3] studied the graphs of semirings and conjectured that:
(a) The graph of a semiring that contains more than two elements is connected.
(b) The diameter of the above-mentioned graph does not exceed three. Starting from the results they obtained, we are going to prove that both of these conjectures are correct.
To clarify the terms of this paper, we will first review some basic definitions: A semiring is a nonempty set equipped with two operations: addition, +, and multiplication (denoted by juxtaposition), such that addition is associative and commutative and multiplication associative and distributive across addition both from the left and the right.
Let R be a semiring, U{R) the set of all proper subsemirings of R, and G{R) -(U(R),E) the nonoriented graph whose edges are the couples (A, B) that fulfill the relationship A n B =£ 0 (with the understanding that A and B are elements of U(R)). G(R) is said to be the graph of R.
The distance between two vertices A,B of a graph, d{A,B), is the number of edges in a shortest path between A and B. We shall try to prove that the hypothesis "the diameter of G(R) exceeds 3 and card 7? > 2" is self-contradictory. We shall therefore assume in Lemmas 1-7 that R is a semiring such that the diameter of G(R) exceeds 3 and that card 7? > 2. In view of Theorem 1, this immediately implies that 7? is not commutative and that it does not contain a left or right unit. Moreover: Lemma 1. (a) For any a E R, the semiring (a) that is generated by a is proper [otherwise, R is commutative]. Suppose that aR = bR = R (case (2) is the dual of (1) and can be treated in a similar way), then Ra ¥= R and Rb # R. By fixing a and letting b run over 7i, or by fixing b and letting a run over A, we obtain that for any x belonging to A U B, xR = R and Rx ¥= R. Proof. Let (a , b ) be the subsemiring of 7? which is generated by a and b2. By hypothesis, d(A,B) > 3. Therefore, {A,(a2,b2),B} cannot be a path. Thus, (a2,b2) = R.On the other hand, inspection of the elements of (a2,b2) shows that (a2,b2) is a subset of Ra U Rb U (Ra + Rb). So Ra U Rb U (Ra + Rb) = R.
If a belonged to Ra, R would contain a left unit (by hypothesis, aR = R); if a belonged to Rb, d(A,B) would be at most 2, since {A,Rb, B} would be a path of length two (by hypothesis, Rb # R). So a belongs to Ra + Rb and Ra E Ra + Rb. Similarly, Rb Q Ra + Rb. So, Ra + Rb = R. Let us choose once and for all an a E A and ab E A which will remain fixed in Lemmas 4-7.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 7 contradicts our original assumption that card 7? > 2. So: Theorem 2. When R has more than two elements, the diameter of G(R) does not exceed three.
Corollary.
G(R) is connected if card R > 2.
Remarks. (1) The proof of Theorem 2 may be substantially simplified if 7? is uncountable or finite.
In the first case, the proof is straightforward. If A and B are two proper subsemirings of 7?, either A n B ¥= 0 and d(A,B) is 0 or 1, or A (~l B = 0.
In the latter case, let a E A and b E B. Then (a, b} is countable or finite.
Hence (a,b) ¥= R and {A, (a,b}, B] is a path of length 2.
If R is finite, every subsemiring of R contains one or more elements satisfying the double equality x = x + x = x. Indeed, let D be a subsemiring of R. Consider an element z in D and the sequence {nz}. Since D is finite, there exist positive integers k and k' such that kz = (k + k')z. Let y = kk'z. Then we may prove that^ + y = y. (Write the first y as the sum of k' terms, each equal to kz, and the second as the sum of k terms, each equal to k'z. Then use the associative law to eliminate the last k terms. ) We also remark that if n is an integer greater than 1, In virtue of the proposition we just proved, immediately after Lemma 2, we could conclude that if xR = R for all elements of a subsemiring A, R has a left unit since A contains at least one multiplicative idempotent. We would therefore show that our assumption was contradictory without resorting to the subsequent lemmas. Let e = ap(a). Then e = ap(a)ap(a) = (aap(a))p(a) = ap{a) = e.
Since (e) = 0e} = R and e is a multiplicative idempotent, e = 3ke for some positive integer k. Let/ = (3ac -l)e. Then / + / = (3* -l)e + {3k -l)e = 3ke + {3k -2)e = e + (3k-2)e = {3k -l)e = f and f2 = (9A:2 -6k+ l)e = {3k -2)(3ke) + e = (3* -2)e + e = (3k -l)e = f.
Since R = </> = {/}, R is finite. Suppose that we proved that a semiring is finite if it has less than k proper subsemirings and that R has exactly k. Then all proper subsemirings of R will be finite. (Each of them is a semiring having less than k proper subsemirings.) Now if R is not cyclic, R is the union of its proper subsemirings. In this case, 7? is a finite union of finite sets, hence finite.
Suppose then that R = (a) for some a. We shall prove that R is finite. Case 1. aR = R.
Since aR = R and R is commutative (R = (a)), R has a unit u. In the sequence [nu], at least two terms are equal. Indeed, if this is not the case, (u) as well as <3w> are infinite. Then they cannot be proper subsemirings of 7? and (u) = (3u) = 7?. Therefore, u E (3u) and u = 2>ku for some positive integer k, a contradiction.
If ku = (k + m)u, then for all x E R, kx = (k + m)x. Consider the se- Case 2.aR¥=R. Then aR is finite.
Consider the sequence {na}. If there are repetitions, for instance, ka = (k + m)a, put P = {na\n = \,2---,k + m -1}. Then R = (a) = P U aR U (P + aR) and 7? is clearly finite.
Suppose, therefore, that no two terms are equal in [na). Then (na) is infinite for all n, and therefore cannot be a proper subsemiring of R. So for all n, (na) = R.
So there is a sequence {(mn,qnia))}, such that if i </, m¡ < m¡, and for all n: a = mna + aqnia). Indeed, if we know the first k terms of {imn,qnia))}, we put m = mk + 1. Since a E (ma), a = dma + aqk+xia) for some positive integer d, and some qk+xia). Put mk + x = dm. Clearly mk + x > mk.
To find mx, we consider (2a). Since a E (2a), a = 2da + aqx (a) for some d, qx (a).
We take mx = 2d.
The terms aqn(a) belong to aR and aR is finite. Therefore, for some /' and/, i </, aq¡(a) = aqj(a). Since a = m¡a + aq¡(a) and a = m a 4-aqfa), ((mj -mt) + l)a = (aai^ -m¡)a + a = (aai -aai()íj + AAi(a + aq¡(a) = aai, a + aqj(a) = a.
So there are repetitions in {na} and R is finite.
In view of Cases 1 and 2, it is apparent that by induction on the number of proper subsemirings of R, we may prove that if G(R) is finite, R is finite.
(4) Let G(R) he finite. Then R is finite and by Remark 1, all its subsemirings contain idempotents (we use the term "idempotent" for elements which are idempotents for both operations in R). In this case, if we know G(R), we know the distribution of idempotents in the subsemirings of R as well as the total number of idempotents contained in R. Therefore, If we know G(R) we may (a) find the vertices corresponding to proper subsemirings which contain exactly one idempotent, (b) count the idempotents in R, (c) find the idempotents contained in every subsemiring of R, (d) prove in certain cases that R is not commutative. For example: If u, v are idempotents of R, we may find through G(R) all idempotents contained in (u,v}. If (u,v) has more than six idempotents, R cannot be commutative. For suppose it were. Then since u = 2u -u, v = 2v = v and uv = vu, (u,v) has at most seven elements: u, v, u + v, uv, u + uv, v + uv, u + v + uv, all of which, therefore, must be idempotents. On the other hand, (u + v) = u + v + uv and (u + v) = u + v, hence (u, v) has at most six idempotents, a contradiction.
